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Compact structure and reasonable layouts greatly increase the steadiness and 

durability, as well as convenient service efficiency.

High-strength frame designed for tough pallet handling tasks. It has been 

engineered to be both powerful and flexible to meet requirements for many 

demanding applications.

Easier transport of heavy, tall or uneven loads in many confined space and narrow 

aisle such as retail store, smaller warehouses and factory workshops.

World famous and Reliable controller adopted to ultimately adjust the truck 

performance under different conditions.

Maintenance free battery contributes to less service labor, as well as strong power 

for the truck. It's environment friendly, less cost and with high ROI, meanwhile 

properly meeting the requirements of light and medium duty applications.

Specially designed Permanent Magnetic DC system is standard for ECONOMIC 

Series. What's more, the innovative AC System is optional for some models, capable 

of providing rapid response, accurate control, impact structure, superior performance 

and longer battery service life.

 ECONOMIC SERIES

◆Productivity，Maneuverability, Reliability 

◆Replacement of Hand Trucks and Semi-

Electric Trucks

◆For Light and Medium Duty
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ECONOMIC SERIES

Walkie Electric Pallet Truck ET-15M
◆Capacity:1500kg
◆24V/60AH Maintenance Free Battery
◆Fork Size: 680x1200/540x1150
◆Lifting Height 200mm
◆DC Controller

Walkie Electric Pallet Truck ET-20M
◆Capacity:2000kg
◆24V/80AH Maintenance Free Battery
◆Fork Size: 680x1200/540x1150
◆Lifting Height 205mm
◆DC/AC Controller

Walkie Electric

Stacker ES-15M
◆Capacity 1500kg
◆24V/100AH Maintenance
 Free Battery
◆Fork-Over Type
◆Optional Lifting height: 
 1.6M/2.5M/3M/3.3M
◆DC Controller
 （Optional AC Controller）

Walkie Electric Stacker

ES-10M
◆Capacity 1000kg
◆24V/80AH Maintenance
 Free Battery
◆Fork Over Type
◆Optional Lifting height: 
 1.6M/2.5M/3M/3.3M
◆DC Controller

Walkie Electric Stacker

ES-10MS
◆Capacity 1000kg
◆24V/80AH Maintenance
 Free Battery
◆Straddle Type
◆Optional Lifting height: 
 1.6M/2.5M/3M/3.3M
◆DC Controller

Walkie Electric

Stacker ES-15MS
◆Capacity 1500kg
◆24V/80AH Maintenance
 Free Battery
◆Fork-Over Type
◆Optional Lifting height: 
 1.6M/2.5M/3M/3.3M
◆DC Controller
 （Optional AC Controller）

Walkie Electric Pallet Truck ET-15M/ET-20M

Remarks For any special requirements, 
please feel free to contact us for 
further information.

Remarks For any special requirements, 
please feel free to contact us for 
further information.

（Optional）

Applications:

Applications:

1．Ground 2．Pallet Type 3．Gradeability 4．Working Shift

1．Ground 2．Pallet Type 3．Gradeability 4．Working Shift

ET-20M

ET-15M

4 Hours

a

b

a

b

Smooth

Smooth

Gradesbility≤10%

Gradesbility≤16%

Gradesbility≤5%
Capacity≤1300kg

Gradesbility≤8%
Capacity≤1800kg

4 Hours
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Specification:
1: Smart body, with attractive appearance. High-strength frame designed for tough pallet handling tasks.
2: Lower consumption, Lower service cost, while higher performance. Ideal choice for replacing Hand Pallet Truck.
3: 24V/65AH(80AH optional) maintenance free battery contributes to strong power and easier operation, meeting 
most requirements for light and medium duty applications.
4: Compact structure and reasonable layouts provides steadiness and durability during operation.
5: Intelligent and modular designs enhance easier operation, convenient dismantle and quick service.
6: Automatic Dormant  Function could cut controller’s connection to the truck when it has not been in use for 15 
minutes. This unique feature prevents wasteful power consumption as well as accidents.

Features

1: Ergonomically designed and built Handle is increasing your 
comfort during operation. Dustproof and sealing structure prevent 
it from dust pollution damages and improve service life.
2: Intelligent and modular controlling system ensures the 
steadiness and safety for walking, lifting, lowering and 
braking.
3: Super longer handle is utilized for easier operation and less 
steering efforts.
4: Smart body, compact structure and reasonable layouts greatly 
increase the steadiness and durability.

Performance

1 3

1: The Anti-Reverse safety button mounted at the top of the handle reverses the truck direction to prevent the operator from 
being caught between the truck and the obstacle on unexpected occasions.
2: Intelligent controller takes protection measures in case of over voltage, low voltage, over current, over temperature and short 
circuit occasions.
3: Especially innovated speed deceleration system automatically reduces the travel speed when turning and greatly improved 
the loading stability, avoiding possibility of load tipping over and making operate safer.(Optional)
4: Easy-Access Emergency plug mounted on upright side of truck frame helps operator take immediate action if any 
emergency occurs.
5: Optional carriages could provide extra protection for the loads, truck and operator; reduce damage caused by application 
realities.

Safety

1: Self-Diagnostics provided direct fault code readout during operation and start up, which is ease of service and 
maintenance. No need external hand set analyzer any more. 
2: 24V/65AH(80AH optional) maintenance free battery contributes to strong power and easier operation, meeting 
most requirements for light and medium duty applications
3: Built-in charger practically eliminates contamination entry, which can result in failure; in addition, the charger has 
been designed to operate with even greater reliability.
4: One-piece cover and optimum component layouts make easy access and quick service. More uptimes and lower 
costs contribute to satisfy owner's benefit and operator's 
experience.
5: Thanks to sleep model function and low battery 
voltage alarm function, the energy saving is apparent. 
It adds up to longer battery service life, and more 
productivity as well as lower costs.

Serviceability

4 51 3

1 5

Characteristics

1.1 Manufacturer

1.2 Model ET-15M ET-20M

1.4 Operate Type Walkie Walkie

1.5 Load Capacity Q(kg) 1500 2000

1.6 Load Center c(mm) 600 600

1.9 Wheelbase y(mm) 1254(1324) 1254(1324)

Weight

2.1 Service Weight(Incl. Battery) kg 230 290

Wheels,Chassis

3.1 Tyre Type PU PU

3.2 Tyre Size,Drive Wheels mm Φ220x80 Φ230x70

3.3 Tyre Size,Load Wheels mm Φ80x60 Φ80x60

3.4 Tyre Size,Balance Wheels mm Φ84x48 Φ84x48

3.5 Wheels,Numbers(x= drive wheel) 1+2/4 1+2/4

Dimensions

4.4 Lift Height h3(mm) 205 205

4.9 Height of tiller arm,Min/Max h14(mm) 630/1250 785/1250

4.15 Fork Height, Lowered h13(mm) 85/74 85/74

4.19 Overall Length l1(mm) 1620 1620

4.21 Overall Width b1/b2(mm) 680 680

4.22 Fork Dimension l/e/s(mm) 1150(1220)x160x50 1150(1220)x160x50

4.25 Outside Fork Width b5(mm) 540/680 540/680

4.32 Ground Clearance m2(mm) 35 35

4.33 AST,1000X1200 pallet crossways ast1(mm) 1820 1950

4.34 AST,800X1200 pallet crossways ast2(mm) 1700 1860

4.35 Outer Turning Radius wa(mm) 1470 1480

Performance

5.1 Travel Speed, Laden/Unladen km/h 4/4.5 4.5/5

5.2 Lifting Speed, Laden/Unladen m/s 0.04/0.05 0.04/0.05

5.3 Lowering Speed, Laden/Unladen m/s 0.04/0.05 0.04/0.05

5.8 Max Gradeability, Laden/Unladen % 5.0/16.0 8.0/16.0

Drive

6.1 Drive Motor Rating S2 60Min kw 0.75DC 1.10DC/1.2AC

6.2 Lifting Motor Rating S3 15% kw 0.85DC 0.85DC

6.4 Battery Voltage/Capacity(5h) V/Ah 24/60 24/80

Others

7.1 Controller Curtis PG

7.2 Service Brake Regenerating Regenerating

7.3 Parking Brake Electromegnetic Electromegnetic
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1．Ground 2．Pallet Type 3．Aisle

4．Gradeability 5．Working Shift

1: The Anti-Reverse safety button mounted at the top of the handle reverses the truck direction to prevent the operator from 
being caught between the truck and the obstacle on unexpected occasions.
2: Intelligent controller takes protection measures in case of over voltage, low voltage, over current, over temperature and short 
circuit occasions.
3: Especially innovated speed deceleration system automatically reduces the travel speed when turning and greatly 
improved the loading stability, avoiding possibility of load tipping over and making operate safer.(Optional)
4: Limit switch automatically reduces maximum travel speed immediately when extension higher than 0.7M.
5:Easy-Access Emergency plug mounted on upright side of truck frame helps operator take immediate action if any emergency 
occurs.
6: Optional carriages could provide extra protection for the loads, truck and operator; reduce damage caused by application 
realities.
7: The explosion-proof valve installed in the hydraulic system can control the emergency of rapid decline of fork caused by 
hydraulic tube rupture.
8 :  R a m p  b r a k i n g 
standard to minimize the 
possibility of unexpected 
or uncontrolled travel 
speed or reverse travel 
when load ing  and 
unloading on an incline.

Safety

1: Ergonomically designed and built Handle is increasing your comfort during operation. Dustproof and sealing structure prevent 
it from dust pollution damages and improve service life.
2: Intelligent and modular controlling system ensures the steadiness and safety for walking, lifting, lowering and braking.
3: Handle is utilized for easier operation and less turing radius, suitable for confined space and narrow aisle.
4: Smart body, compact structure and reasonable layouts greatly increase the steadiness and durability.
5: Special wide view mast made of H shape 
profiles, offering not only high precision, but also 
smooth lifting and easier maneuverability.
6: Adjustable fork and straddle leg and counter 
weight allow the stacker to be used to enter 
special size cargos which where base legs could 
interfere, and improve the stability.

Performance

1: Smart body, with attractive appearance. High-strength frame designed for tough pallet handling tasks.
2: Lower consumption, Lower service cost, while higher performance. Ideal choice for replacing manual stacker or 
semi-electric stacker.
3: 24V/65AH(80AH optional) maintenance free battery contributes to strong power and easier operation, meeting 
most requirements for light and medium duty applications.
4: Compact structure and reasonable layouts provides steadiness and durability during operation.
5: Intelligent and modular designs enhance easier operation, convenient dismantle and quick service.
6: Automatic Dormant  Function could cut controller’s connection to the truck when it has not been in use for 15 
minutes. This unique feature prevents wasteful power consumption as well as accidents.

Features

1: Self-Diagnostics provided direct fault code readout during operation and start up, which is ease of service and 
maintenance. No need external hand set analyzer any more. 
2: 24V/65AH(80AH optional) maintenance free battery contributes to strong power and easier operation, meeting 
most requirements for light and medium duty applications
3: Built-in charger practically eliminates contamination entry, which can result in failure; in addition, the charger has 
been designed to operate with even greater reliability.            .
4: One-piece cover and optimum component layouts make easy access and quick service. More uptimes and lower 
costs contribute to satisfy owner's benefit and operator's 
experience.
5: Thanks to sleep model function and low battery voltage 
alarm function, the energy saving is apparent. It adds up to 
longer battery service life, and more productivity as well as 
lower costs.

Serviceability

Applications:

Applications:

Applications:

1．Ground 2．Pallet Type 3．Aisle

4．Gradeability 5．Working Shift

Walkie Electric Stacker ES-10M/ES-10MS/ES-15M/ES-15MS

Remarks For any special requirements, please feel free to 
contact us for further information.

1．Ground 2．Pallet Type 3．Aisle

4．Gradeability 5．Working Shift

ES-10M

ES-15M

ES-10MS

ES-15MS

4 Hours

Narrow Aisle

Narrow Aisle

Narrow Aisle

4 Hours

4 Hours

a

b

Smooth

Smooth

Smooth

Gradesbility≤10%

Gradesbility≤10%

Gradesbility≤10%

Gradesbility≤3%
Capacity≤1000kg

Gradesbility≤3%
Capacity≤1000kg

Gradesbility≤3%
Capacity≤1000kg

1 5

1 3 5

1 3 5 6
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Specification:

ES-10M/ES-15M

ES-10MS/ES-15MS

Characteristics

1.1 Manufacturer

1.2 Model ES-10M ES-10MS ES-15M ES-15MS

1.4 Operate Type Walkie Walkie Walkie Walkie

1.5 Load Capacity Q(kg) 1000 1000 1500 1500

1.6 Load Center c(mm) 500 500 500 500

1.9 Wheelbase y(mm) 1208 1208 1208 1208

Weight

2.1 Service Weight(Incl. Battery) kg
460/530/
560/590

460/530/
560/590

510/580/
610/640

707/740/
775/806

Wheels,Chassis

3.1 Tyre Type PU PU PU PU

3.2 Tyre Size,Drive Wheels mm Φ220x80 Φ220x80 Φ230x70 Φ230x70

3.3 Tyre Size,Load Wheels mm Φ80x60 Φ80x60 Φ80x60 Φ84x70

3.4 Tyre Size,Balance Wheels mm Φ115x55 - Φ115x55 -

3.5 Wheels,Numbers(x= drive wheel) 1+1/4 1+0/4 1+1/4 1+0/4

Dimensions

4.2 Height,Mast lowered h1(mm)
2150/1785/
2035/2185

2150/1785/
2035/2185

2150/1785/
2035/2185

2150/1785/
2035/2185

4.3 Free Lift h2(mm) － － － －

4.4 Lift Height h3(mm)
1600/2500/
3000/3300

1600/2500/
3000/3300

1600/2500/
3000/3300

1600/2500/
3000/3300

4.5 Height,Mast Extended h4(mm)
2150/3005/
3505/3805

2150/3005/
3505/3805

2150/3005/
3505/3805

2150/3005/
3505/3805

4.9 Height of tiller arm,Min/Max h14(mm) 910/1230 910/1230 910/1230 910/1230

4.15 Fork Height, Lowered h13(mm) 85 85 85 45

4.19 Overall Length l1(mm) 1716 1716 1716 1716

4.21 Overall Width b1/b2(mm) 800
1310/1460/

1610
800

1310/1460/
1610

4.22 Fork Dimension l/e/s(mm) 1150x160x50 1070x100x40 1150x160x50 1070x100x40

4.25 Outside Fork Width b5(mm) 560 220-880 560 200-800

4.32 Ground Clearance m2(mm) 30 30 30 30

4.33 AST,1000X1200 pallet crossways ast1(mm) 2225 2255 1950 2255

4.34 AST,800X1200 pallet crossways ast2(mm) 2150 2180 1900 2180

4.35 Outer Turning Radius wa(mm) 1378 1378 1378 1378

Performance

5.1 Travel Speed, Laden/Unladen km/h 5.0/5.5 4.5/5 4.5/5 4.5/5

5.2 Lifting Speed, Laden/Unladen m/s 0.12/0.22 0.10/0.20 0.10/0.20 0.10/0.20

5.3 Lowering Speed, Laden/Unladen m/s 0.12/0.11 0.12/0.11 0.12/0.11 0.10/0.11

5.8 Max Gradeability, Laden/Unladen % 5.0/16.0 5.0/16.0 8.0/16.0 8.0/16.0

Drive

6.1 Drive Motor Rating S2 60Min kw 0.75DC 0.75DC 1.10DC/1.2AC 1.10DC/1.2AC

6.2 Lifting Motor Rating S3 15% kw 2.20DC 2.20DC 2.20DC 2.20DC

6.4 Battery Voltage/Capacity(5h) V/Ah 24/80 24/80 24/100 24/80

Others

7.1 Controller Curtis Curtis PG PG

7.2 Service Brake Regenerating

7.3 Parking Brake Electromegnetic

HEAVY DUTY SERIES

Electric Stacker

ES-16S
◆Capacity
 1600kg
◆24V/270AH
 Industry Battery
◆Straddle Type
◆Optional Lifting Height 
 3M/3.3M/3.6M/4M/4.5M
◆AC Controller
◆Electric Power Steering

Rider Electric Pallet

Truck ET-25
◆Capacity 2500kg
◆24V/270AH 
 Industry Battery
◆Fork Size:
 685x1220/ 540x1150
◆Lifting Height 200mm
◆AC Controller
◆Electric Power Steering

Electric Stacker

ES-16
◆Capacity
 1600kg
◆24V/270AH
 Industry Battery
◆Fork Over Type
◆Optional Lifting Height 
 3M/3.3M/3.6M/4M/4.5M
◆AC Controller
◆Electric Power Steering

Electric Reach

Stacker and

Counterbalanced

ES-10R/ES-15R/

ES-10C/ES-15C
◆Capacity1000kg/1500kg
◆24V/270AH Industry Battery
◆Counterbalance Type
◆Optional Lifting Height
 3.0M/3.3M/3.5M
◆AC Controller
◆Electric Power Steering

Rider Electric Pallet

Truck ET-20
◆Capacity 2000kg
◆24V/160AH 
 Industry Battery
◆Fork Size:
 680x1220/ 540x1150
◆Lifting Height 200mm
◆DC/AC Controller

Electric Stacker

ES-15
◆Capacity
 1500kg
◆24V/210AH（270AH）
 Industry Battery
◆Fork-Over Type
◆Optional Lifting Height 
 3M/3.3M/3.6M/4M
◆AC Controller

Walkie Electric Pallet

Truck ET-20W
◆Capacity 2000kg
◆24V/160AH 
 Industry Battery
◆Fork Size: 
 680x1220/ 540x1150
◆Lifting Height 200mm
◆DC/AC Controller
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1．Ground 3．Gradeability

2．Pallet Type 4．Working Shift

Electric Pallet Truck ET-20W/ET-20/ET-25

Remarks For any special requirements, 
please feel free to contact us for 
further information.

（Optional）

ET-20W

ET-20

ET-25

1．Ground 3．Gradeability

2．Pallet Type 4．Working Shift

8 Hours

8 Hours

a

b

a

b

Smooth

Smooth

Applications:

Applications:

1 42 5 6

Gradesbility≤10%

Gradesbility≤10%

Gradesbility≤5%
Capacity≤2000kg

Gradesbility≤5%
1.Capacity≤3000kg
2.Capacity≤2500kg

1: Ergonomically designed and built Handle is increasing your comfort during operation. Easy access 
for either one-hand or two-hand operation.
2: Updated Electric Powering Steering System, the truck can be operated with ease because of the 
steering handle’s convenient position and short arm. This configuration provides for operation with a 
light touch, even when handling heavy loads. It ensures easy lifting and lowering as well as steering of 
loads. 
3: Intelligent and modular controlling system ensures the steadiness and safety for walking, lifting, 
lowering and braking.
4: Optional automatic folding pedal could reduce the operator’s fatigue for large warehouses and long 
distance transport tasks.
5: Optional foldable protecting guards greatly enhanced operator’s safety and comfort.
6: Sideway design made battery changing easier for multi-shift environment, and saves your time, 
providing more uptimes.

Performance

1: The innovative AC System is for capable of providing rapid response, accurate control, impact 
structure, superior performance and longer battery service life.
2: World class and high performance hydraulic power pack, with lower noise, less vibration and 
excellent leak tightness, automatically adjusts the rate of decline whether loaded or unloaded, and 
ensures smooth lifting.
3: Advanced regenerative braking guarantee low energy consumption, increasing the working 
efficiency.
4: High-strength frame designed for tough pallet handling tasks. It has been engineered to be both 
powerful and flexible to meet requirements for various demanding applications.
5: The unique suspension driving floating adjustable system design, ensures the truck less vibration, 
stable, no till while turning in high speed, guarantees the accurate operator’s operating handle freely 
and easily with full load, and could adjust operating force of handle to ease operator according to 
various workplace
6: High capacity industry battery strongly powered the truck to meet the demands for many heavy 
duties applications. The truck is equipped with an industrial vehicle battery that provides ample margin 
for hours of operation.
7: Intelligent and modular designs enhance easier operation, convenient dismantle and quick service.
Excellent performance of getting in and out of empty pallet greatly increases the operation efficiency.
8: Dual robust lifting cylinders, connecting the right and left of truck frame with a synchronous con-rod, 
ensures stably lifting and lowering even under unbalance loading.
9: Automatic Dormant  Function could cut controller’s connection to the truck when it has not been in 
use for 15 minutes. This unique feature prevents wasteful power consumption as well as accidents.

Features
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1:  The Anti-Reverse safety button mounted at the top of the handle reverses the truck direction to 
prevent the operator from being caught between the truck and the obstacle on unexpected occasions.
2:  Reliable and proven intelligent controller has many functions such as regenerative braking, reverse 
braking and parameter adjustments, etc. It’s designed and used for smooth and responsive control of 
the driving and reverse speed. 
3: The adjustable floating driving system design, ensures the truck less vibration, more stability, no 
tilling when turning in high speed. The FDS design guarantees the accurate and easy handle operation 
with full load, and automatically adjusts operation efforts of handle to ease operator according to 
various workplaces.
4: Especially innovated speed deceleration system automatically reduces the travel speed when 
turning and greatly improved the loading stability, avoiding possibility of load tipping over and making 
operate safer.(Optional)
5: Ramp braking standard to minimize the possibility of unexpected or uncontrolled travel speed or 
reverse travel when loading and unloading on an incline.
6: Easy-Access Emergency plug mounted on upright side of truck frame help operator take immediate 
action if any emergency occurs.
7: Automatic Folding pedal could be helpful for improving driving safety by means of reducing ground 
shock and protecting the feet.

Safety

Specification:

1: Self-Diagnostics provided direct fault code readout during operation and start up, which is ease of 
service and maintenance. No need external hand set analyzer any more. 
2: High capacity industry battery strongly powered the truck to meet the demands for many heavy 
duties applications. The truck is equipped with an industrial vehicle battery that provides ample margin 
for hours of operation.
3: Easy opening battery box is especially designed for convenient supplement of electrolytic solution or 
distilled water.
4: One-piece cover and optimum component layouts make easy access and quick service. More 
uptimes and lower costs contribute to satisfy owner’s benefit and operator’s experience.
5: Thanks to sleep model function and low battery voltage alarm function, the energy saving is 
apparent. It adds up to longer battery service life, and more productivity as well as lower costs.
6: The innovative Vertical AC System is capable of providing rapid response, accurate control, 
impact structure, superior performance and longer 
battery service life. The AC drive motor adds value 
by increased maintaining performance. As it is 
brushless, brush inspection and replacement is 
eliminated. The sealed design also contributes to 
enhanced long-term reliability.

Serviceability

1 5

43 6 71

ET-20W/ET-20

ET-25

Characteristics

1.1 Manufacturer

1.2 Model ET-20W ET-20 ET-25

1.4 Operate Type Walkie Rider Rider

1.5 Load Capacity Q(kg) 2000 2000 2500

1.6 Load Center c(mm) 600 600 600

1.9 Wheelbase y(mm) 1254(1324) 1254(1324) 1502

Weight

2.1 Service Weight(Incl. Battery) kg 290/340 440 840

Wheels,Chassis

3.1 Tyre Type PU PU PU

3.2 Tyre Size,Drive Wheels mm Φ230x70 Φ230x70 Φ230x70

3.3 Tyre Size,Load Wheels mm Φ80x60 Φ80x60 Φ80x80

3.4 Tyre Size,Balance Wheels mm Φ84x48 Φ84x48 Φ115x55

3.5 Wheels,Numbers(x= drive wheel) 1+2/4 1+2/4 1+2/4

Dimensions

4.4 Lift Height h3(mm) 205 205 200

4.9 Height of tiller arm,Min/Max h14(mm) 785/1250 970/1390 1010/1480

4.15 Fork Height, Lowered h13(mm) 85/74 85/74 85

4.19 Overall Length l1(mm) 1620 1700(fold)/2040 1910(fold)/2330

4.21 Overall Width b1/b2(mm) 680 680 790

4.22 Fork Dimension l/e/s(mm)
1150(1200)

x160x50
1150(1200)

x160x50
1150x185x50

4.25 Outside Fork Width b5(mm) 540/680 540/680 540/685

4.32 Ground Clearance m2(mm) 35 35 35

4.33 AST,1000X1200 pallet crossways ast1(mm) 1950 2020(fold)2360 2077(fold)2458

4.34 AST,800X1200 pallet crossways ast2(mm) 1860 1800(fold)2120 2046／2435

4.35 Outer Turning Radius wa(mm) 1480 1600(fold)2000 1746(fold)/2158

Performance

5.1 Travel Speed, Laden/Unladen km/h 4.5/5 5.0/5.5 5.0/7.0

5.2 Lifting Speed, Laden/Unladen m/s 0.04/0.05 0.04/0.05 0.05/0.06

5.3 Lowering Speed, Laden/Unladen m/s 0.04/0.05 0.04/0.05 0.05/0.06

5.8 Max Gradeability, Laden/Unladen % 8.0/16.0 8.0/16.0 8.0/16.0

Drive

6.1 Drive Motor Rating S2 60Min kw 1.10DC/1.2AC 1.10DC/1.2AC 1.50AC

6.2 Lifting Motor Rating S3 15% kw 0.85DC 0.85DC 2.20DC

6.4 Battery Voltage/Capacity(5h) V/Ah 24/160 24/160 24/270(Industry)

Others

7.1 Controller PG PG PG

7.2 Service Brake Regenerating Regenerating Regenerating

7.3 Parking Brake Electromegnetic Electromegnetic Electromegnetic

7.4 Electric Power Steering No No Yes
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1．Ground 2．Pallet Type 3．Gradeability 4．Working Shift

Applications:

Fork-Over Electric Stacker ES-15/ES-16/ES-16S

Remarks For any special requirements, 
please feel free to contact us for 
further information.

（Optional）

ES-15 ES-16 ES-16S

8 Hours

Smooth

Gradesbility≤10%

Gradesbility≤5%
1.Capacity≤1200kg
2.Capacity≤1400kg
2.Capacity≤1600kg

42 5 6 71

1: Ergonomically designed and built Handle is increasing your comfort during operation. Easy access 
for either one-hand or two-hand operation.
2: Updated Electric Powering Steering System, the truck can be operated with ease because of the 
steering handle’s convenient position and short arm. This configuration provides for operation with a 
light touch, even when handling heavy loads. It ensures easy lifting and lowering as well as steering of 
loads. 
3: Intelligent and modular controlling system ensures the steadiness and safety for walking, lifting, 
lowering and braking.
4: Optional automatic folding pedal could reduce the operator’s fatigue for large warehouses and long 
distance transport tasks.
5: Optional foldable protecting guards greatly enhanced operator’s safety and comfort.
6: Sideway design made battery changing easier for multi-shift environment, and saves your time, 
providing more uptimes.
7: A clear view mast and low-profile power unit allow operations to clearly see the fork tips, providing 
excellent visibility, reducing product damages.

Performance

1: The innovative AC System is for capable of providing rapid response, accurate control, impact 
structure, superior performance and longer battery service life.
2: World class and high performance hydraulic power pack, with lower noise, less vibration and 
excellent leak tightness, automatically adjusts the rate of decline whether loaded or unloaded, and 
ensures smooth lifting.
3: Advanced regenerative braking guarantee low energy consumption, increasing the efficiency.
4:High-strength frame designed for tough pallet handling tasks. It has been engineered to be both 
powerful and flexible to meet requirements for various demanding applications.
5: The unique suspension driving floating adjustable system design, ensures the truck less vibration, 
stable, no till while turning in high speed, guarantees the accurate operator’s operating handle freely 
and easily with full load, and could adjust operating force of handle to ease operator according to 
various workplace
6: High capacity industry battery strongly powered the truck to meet the demands for many heavy 
duties applications. The truck is equipped with an industrial vehicle battery that provides ample margin 
for hours of operation.
7: Intelligent and modular designs enhance easier operation, convenient dismantle and quick service.
8: Dual robust lifting cylinders, connecting the right and left of truck frame with a synchronous con-rod, 
ensures stably lifting and lowering even under unbalance loading.
9: Automatic Dormant  Function could cut controller’s connection to the truck when it has not been in 
use for 15 minutes. This unique feature prevents wasteful power consumption as well as accidents.

Features
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Specification:
1:  The Anti-Reverse safety button mounted at the top of the handle reverses the truck direction to 
prevent the operator from being caught between the truck and the obstacle on unexpected occasions.
2:  Reliable and proven intelligent controller has many functions such as regenerative braking, reverse 
braking and parameter adjustments, etc. It’s designed and used for smooth and responsive control of 
the driving and reverse speed.
3: The adjustable floating driving system design, ensures the truck less vibration, more stability, no 
tilling when turning in high speed. The FDS design guarantees the accurate and easy handle operation 
with full load, and automatically adjusts operation efforts of handle to ease operator according to 
various workplaces.
4: Especially innovated speed deceleration system automatically reduces the travel speed when 
turning and greatly improved the loading stability, avoiding possibility of load tipping over and making 
operate safer.(Optional)
5: Limit switch automatically reduces maximum travel speed immediately when extension higher than 0.7M.
6: Ramp braking standard to minimize the possibility of unexpected or uncontrolled travel speed or 
reverse travel when loading and unloading on an incline.
7: Easy-Access Emergency plug mounted on upright side of truck frame help operator take immediate 
action if any emergency occurs.
8: The explosion-proof valve installed in the hydraulic system can control the emergency of rapid 
decline of fork caused by hydraulic tube rupture.
9: Soft landing and shock absorption system dramatically reduces the sound and shock experienced 
when the forks are lowered. The speed at which the forks are lowered is reduced just before the forks 
reach the ground, eliminating any shock. Moreover, a shock absorption function for the mast has been 

provided, as standard, to relieve any 
shock occurring from friction while lifting 
a duplex or triplex mast. This reduces 
stress on the operator which may occur 
due to by the threat of collapsing loads, 
damage and shocks.

Safety

1: Self-Diagnostics provided direct fault code readout during operation and start up, which is ease of 
service and maintenance. No need external hand set analyzer any more. 
2: High capacity industry battery strongly powered the truck to meet the demands for many heavy 
duties applications. The truck is equipped with an industrial vehicle battery that provides ample margin 
for hours of operation.
3: Easy opening battery box is especially designed for convenient supplement of electrolytic solution or 
distilled water.
4: One-piece cover and optimum component layouts make easy access and quick service. More 
uptimes and lower costs contribute to satisfy owner’s benefit and operator’s experience.
5: Thanks to sleep model function and low battery voltage alarm function, the energy saving is 
apparent. It adds up to longer battery service life, and more productivity as well as lower costs.

6: The innovative Vertical AC System is capable of providing rapid 
response, accurate control, impact structure, superior performance 
and longer battery service life. The AC drive motor adds value by 
increased maintaining performance. As it is brushless, brush inspection 
and replacement is eliminated. The sealed design also contributes to 
enhanced long-term reliability.

Serviceability

1 2

43 71

ES-16/ES-16S

ES-15

Characteristics

1.1 Manufacturer

1.2 Model ES-15 ES-16 ES-16S

1.4 Operate Type Walkie Walkie／Rider Walkie／Rider

1.5 Load Capacity Q(kg) 1500 1600 1600

1.6 Load Center c(mm) 600 600 600

1.9 Wheelbase y(mm) 1208 1375 1375

Weight

2.1 Service Weight(Incl. Battery) kg 770/840/870/904 1578 1628

Wheels,Chassis

3.1 Tyre Type PU PU PU

3.2 Tyre Size,Drive Wheels mm Φ230x70 Φ230x70 Φ230x70

3.3 Tyre Size,Load Wheels mm Φ80x60 Φ84x70 Φ84x70

3.4 Tyre Size,Balance Wheels mm Φ115x55 Φ115x55 Φ115x55

3.5 Wheels,Numbers(x= drive wheel) 1+1/4 1+2/4 1+2/4

Dimensions

4.2 Height,Mast lowered h1(mm)
2150/1785/
2035/2185

1980/2135/2335/
2535/2085

1980/2135/2335/
2535/2085

4.3 Free Lift h2(mm) － － －

4.4 Lift Height h3(mm)
1600/2500/
3000/3300

3000/3300/3600/
4000/4500

3000/3300/3600/
4000/4500

4.5 Height,Mast Extended h4(mm)
2150/3005/
3505/3805

3500/3800/4100/
4400/5000

3500/3800/4100/
4400/5000

4.9 Height of tiller arm,Min/Max h14(mm) 910/1230 1010/1480 1010/1480

4.15 Fork Height, Lowered h13(mm) 85 85 85

4.19 Overall Length l1(mm) 1935 2055(fold)/2475 2055(fold)/2475

4.21 Overall Width
b1/

b2(mm)
800 957 1320/1470

4.22 Fork Dimension l/e/s(mm) 1150x160x50 1150x185x60 1070x100x40

4.25 Outside Fork Width b5(mm) 560 540/685 200-800

4.32 Ground Clearance m2(mm) 30 30 30

4.33 AST,1000X1200 pallet crossways ast1(mm) 2210 2260 2260

4.34 AST,800X1200 pallet crossways ast2(mm) 2160 2230 2230

4.35 Outer Turning Radius wa(mm) 1600 1630(fold)/2040 1630(fold)/2040

Performance

5.1 Travel Speed, Laden/Unladen km/h 4.5/5 6.0/6.0 6.0/6.0

5.2 Lifting Speed, Laden/Unladen m/s 0.10/0.20 0.13/0.23 0.13/0.23

5.3 Lowering Speed, Laden/Unladen m/s 0.12/0.11 0.20/0.16 0.20/0.16

5.8 Max Gradeability, Laden/Unladen % 8.0/16.0 8.0/16.0 8.0/16.0

Drive

6.1 Drive Motor Rating S2 60Min kw 1.10DC/1.2AC 1.5AC 1.5AC

6.2 Lifting Motor Rating S3 15% kw 2.20DC 3.0DC 3.0DC

6.4 Battery Voltage/Capacity(5h) V/Ah 24/210 24/270(Industry) 24/270(Industry)

Others

7.1 Controller PG PG PG

7.2 Service Brake Regenerating Regenerating Regenerating

7.3 Parking Brake Electromegnetic Electromegnetic Electromegnetic

7.4 Electric Power Steering No Yes Yes
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1．Ground 2．Pallet Type 3．Gradeability 4．Working Shift

Electric Reach Stacker ES-10R/ES-15R/ES-10C/ES-15C

8 Hours

Remarks For any special requirements, 
please feel free to contact us for 
further information.

（Optional）

ES-10R/ES-15R ES-10C/ES-15C

a

b
Smooth

Applications:

Gradesbility≤10%

Gradesbility≤5%
1.Capacity≤1000kg
2.Capacity≤1500kg

42 6 71

1: Ergonomically designed and built Handle is increasing your comfort during operation. Easy access 
for either one-hand or two-hand operation.
2: Updated Electric Powering Steering System, the truck can be operated with ease because of the 
steering handle’s convenient position and short arm. This configuration provides for operation with a 
light touch, even when handling heavy loads. It ensures easy lifting and lowering as well as steering of 
loads. 
3: Intelligent and modular controlling system ensures the steadiness and safety for walking, lifting, 
lowering and braking.
4: Optional automatic folding pedal could reduce the operator’s fatigue for large warehouses and long 
distance transport tasks.
5: Optional foldable protecting guards greatly enhanced operator’s safety and comfort.
6: Sideway design made battery changing easier for multi-shift environment, and saves your time, 
providing more uptimes.
7: A clear view mast and low-profile power unit allow operations to clearly see the fork tips, providing 
excellent visibility, reducing product damages.

Performance

1: The innovative AC System is for capable of providing rapid response, accurate control, impact 
structure, superior performance and longer battery service life.
2: World class and high performance hydraulic power pack, with lower noise, less vibration and 
excellent leak tightness, automatically adjusts the rate of decline whether loaded or unloaded, and 
ensures smooth lifting.
3: Advanced regenerative braking guarantee low energy consumption, increasing the efficiency.
4: High-strength frame designed for tough pallet handling tasks. It has been engineered to be both 
powerful and flexible to meet requirements for various demanding applications.
5: The unique suspension driving floating adjustable system design, ensures the truck less vibration, 
stable, no till while turning in high speed, guarantees the accurate operator’s operating handle freely 
and easily with full load, and could adjust operating force of handle to ease operator according to 
various workplace
6: High capacity industry battery strongly powered the truck to meet the demands for many heavy 
duties applications. The truck is equipped with an industrial vehicle battery that provides ample margin 
for hours of operation.
7: Intelligent and modular designs enhance easier operation, convenient dismantle and quick service.
Excellent performance of getting in and out of empty pallet greatly increases the operation efficiency.
8: Dual robust lifting cylinders, connecting the right and left of truck frame with a synchronous con-rod, 
ensures stably lifting and lowering even under unbalance loading.
9: Automatic Dormant  Function could cut controller’s connection to the truck when it has not been in 
use for 15 minutes. This unique feature prevents wasteful power consumption as well as accidents.

Features
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Specification:
1:  The Anti-Reverse safety button mounted at the top of the handle reverses the truck direction to prevent 
the operator from being caught between the truck and the obstacle on unexpected occasions.
2:  Reliable and proven intelligent controller has many functions such as regenerative braking, reverse 
braking and parameter adjustments, etc. It’s designed and used for smooth and responsive control of the 
driving and reverse speed.
3: The adjustable floating driving system design, ensures the truck less vibration, more stability, no tilling 
when turning in high speed. The FDS design guarantees the accurate and easy handle operation with full 
load, and automatically adjusts operation efforts of handle to ease operator according to various workplaces.
4: Especially innovated speed deceleration system automatically reduces the travel speed when turning 
and greatly improved the loading stability, avoiding possibility of load tipping over and making operate safer.
(Optional)
5: Limit switch automatically reduces maximum travel speed immediately when extension higher than 0.7M.
6: Ramp braking standard to minimize the possibility of unexpected or uncontrolled travel speed or reverse 
travel when loading and unloading on an incline.
7: Easy-Access Emergency plug mounted on upright side of truck frame help operator take immediate 
action if any emergency occurs.
8: The explosion-proof valve installed in the hydraulic system can control the emergency of rapid decline of 
fork caused by hydraulic tube rupture.
9: Soft landing and shock absorption system dramatically reduces the sound and shock experienced when 
the forks are lowered. The speed at which the forks are lowered is reduced just before the forks reach the 
ground, eliminating any shock. Moreover, a shock absorption function for the mast has been provided, as 
standard, to relieve any shock occurring from friction while lifting a duplex or triplex mast. This reduces 

s t r e s s  o n  t h e 
operator which may 
occur due to by the 
threat of collapsing 
loads, damage and 
shocks.

Safety

1: Self-Diagnostics provided direct fault code readout during operation and start up, which is ease of 
service and maintenance. No need external hand set analyzer any more. 
2: High capacity industry battery strongly powered the truck to meet the demands for many heavy 
duties applications. The truck is equipped with an industrial vehicle battery that provides ample margin 
for hours of operation.
3: Easy opening battery box is especially designed for convenient supplement of electrolytic solution or 
distilled water.
4: One-piece cover and optimum component layouts make easy access and quick service. More 
uptimes and lower costs contribute to satisfy owner’s benefit and operator’s experience.
5: Thanks to sleep model function and low battery voltage alarm function, the energy saving is 
apparent. It adds up to longer battery service life, and more productivity as well as lower costs.

6: The innovative Vertical AC System is capable of providing rapid 
response, accurate control, impact structure, superior performance 
and longer battery service life. The AC drive motor adds value by 
increased maintaining performance. As it is brushless, brush inspection 
and replacement is eliminated. The sealed design also contributes to 
enhanced long-term reliability.

Serviceability

1 2
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ES-10C

ES-15C

Characteristics
1.1 Manufacturer

1.2 Model ES10-R ES15-R ES10-C ES15-C

1.4 Operate Type Walkie/Rider

1.5 Load Capacity Q(kg) 1000 1500 1000 1500

1.6 Load Center c(mm) 500 500 500 500

1.9 Wheelbase y(mm) 1280 1380 1280 1380

Weight

2.1 Service Weight(Incl. Battery) kg
1636/1736/
1836/1936

1636/1736/
1836/1936

1616/1716/
1816/1916

1616/1716/
1816/1916

Wheels,Chassis
3.1 Tyre Type PU PU PU PU

3.2 Tyre Size,Drive Wheels mm Φ230x70 Φ230x70 Φ230x70 Φ230x70

3.3 Tyre Size,Load Wheels mm Φ84x70 Φ84x70 Φ84x70 Φ84x70

3.4 Tyre Size,Balance Wheels mm Φ115x55 Φ115x55 Φ115x55 Φ115x55

3.5 Wheels,Numbers(x= drive wheel) 1+2/2 1+2/2 1+2/2 1+2/2

Dimensions

4.2 Height,Mast lowered h1(mm)
1790/2040
2190/2040

1790/2040
2190/2040

1790/2040
2190/2040

1790/2040
2190/2040

4.3 Free Lift h2(mm) － － － －

4.4 Lift Height h3(mm)
2500/3000/
3300/4500

2500/3000/
3300/4500

2500/3000/
3300/4500

2500/3000/
3300/4500

4.5 Height,Mast Extended h4(mm)
2040/3090/
3590/5090

2040/3090/
3590/5090

2040/3090/
3590/5090

2040/3090/
3590/5090

4.9 Height of tiller arm,Min/Max h14(mm) 1010/1480 1010/1480 1010/1480 1010/1480

4.15 Fork Height, Lowered h13(mm) 70 70 70 70

4.19 Overall Length l1(mm) 2300 2400 2300 2400

4.21 Overall Width b1/b2(mm) 850 850 850 850

4.22 Fork Dimension l/e/s(mm) 1070x100x40

4.25 Outside Fork Width b5(mm) 200-680 200-680 200-680 200-680

4.32 Ground Clearance m2(mm) 40 40 40 40

4.33 AST,1000X1200 pallet crossways ast1(mm) 2260 2260 2260 2260

4.34 AST,800X1200 pallet crossways ast2(mm) 2230 2230 2230 2230

4.35 Outer Turning Radius wa(mm) 1650 1750 1650 1750

Performance
5.1 Travel Speed, Laden/Unladen km/h 5.3/6.0

5.2 Lifting Speed, Laden/Unladen m/s 0.075/0.105

5.3 Lowering Speed, Laden/Unladen m/s 0.145/0.08

5.8 Max Gradeability, Laden/Unladen % 8.0/16.0

Drive
6.1 Drive Motor Rating S2 60Min kw 1.5AC 1.5AC 1.5AC 1.5AC

6.2 Lifting Motor Rating S3 15% kw 3.3DC 3.3DC 3.3DC 3.3DC

6.4 Battery Voltage/Capacity(5h) V/Ah
24/210

(Industry)
24/270

(Industry)
24/210

(Industry)
24/270

(Industry)

Others
7.1 Controller PG PG PG PG

7.2 Service Brake Regenerating

7.3 Parking Brake Electromegnetic


